UNTIL YOU'VE THE INDIGNATION TO RESIST THE THINGS WE CONTROL
AND ZOMBIFY YOU WITH YOU WILL ABIDE BY OUR COMMANDS:
Which includes but not limited to; engaging in bribes, promoting [seductive
journalism], remaining evilly calculative in nature, using events and taking actions
that align with our divide and conquer strategies, propagandizing content to help
leverage our powers in the marketplace, staying deceptive around subject matter
that guards against lousy public probes, as well as participating in bias practices of
all kind, just to name a few.

— And remember, don't screw with us, or else you'll be banished to a molten lake of
despair; more specifically, a metaphoric lake that comprises a substandard lifestyle
of living, YOU getting blackballed, blacklisted, and/or whichever misdeed serves our
immediate and best interest. If you've any business dealings we can negatively
affect, then you best believe we’ll act upon it without hesitation.
Likewise, in collaboration with our partners, who are strategically seated inside
rogue and fringe elements of government, criminal enterprises, and/or individual
exponents alike, your home and other private domains will be wiretapped with
audio-video capacity, and you will be monitored over satellite mediums, or by
manual dexterity; 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, including any leap
years, as they so too — apply.

You will be harassed and antagonized to the brink of insanity, wherein the process
will repeat itself over and over again, with no mercy, until our thirst is fully satisfied.
Lastly, using any platform of our enormous communication networks, you will be
secretly demonized and labeled a degenerate of the worst kind.

These are merely a few remedies that will be brought to bear on your worthless
backside, and we’ll make them all count. So, don’t screw with us — you insignificant
nitwit!

Viewers of this document: Isn’t this how you envision mainstream news media, as a
behemoth bully whose umbilical cord is directly connected to a corrupted cable TV
advertisement industry?
SIGNED: Fictional News Media Demon

